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BIRATIONALITY OF BERGLUND–HU¨BSCH–KRAWITZ MIRRORS
MARK SHOEMAKER
ABSTRACT. We investigate amultiple mirror phenomenon arising fromBerglund–
Hu¨bsh–Krawitz mirror symmetry. We prove that the different mirror
Calabi–Yau orbifolds which arise in this context are in fact birational to
one another.
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0. INTRODUCTION
Mirror symmetry has been a driving force in geometry and physics over
the last twenty years. Roughly speaking the mirror conjecture [7] predicts
a deep relationship between certain pairs (V,V◦) of Calabi–Yau n-folds. At
the level of cohomology for example, we have the isomorphism
(0.0.1) Hp,q(V;C) ∼= Hn−p,q(V◦;C).
The so called multiple mirror phenomenon arises when a particular Calabi–
Yau V corresponds to more than one mirror V◦ via different mirror con-
structions. In many cases there is no clear relationship between the dif-
ferent mirrors of V which appear (see examples 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4). In this
paper we investigate one such instance of the multiple mirror phenome-
non coming from Berglund–Hu¨bsh–Krawitz (BHK) mirror symmetry. We
prove that the different BHK mirrors are in fact birational.
BHKmirror symmetry for invertible singularities togetherwith the LG/CY
state space correspondence of Chiodo–Ruan allows us to construct a wealth
Date: 28 September 2012.
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of examples of “mirror pairs” of Calabi–Yau orbifolds arising as hypersur-
faces in quotients of weighted projective space. Let (W,G) be a Landau–
Ginzberg (LG) singularity. That isW is a nondegenerate quasi-homogeneous
polynomial satisfying
W(λc0X0, . . . ,λ
cnXn) = λ
dW(X0, . . . ,Xn)
for λ ∈ C∗, and G is a subgroup of Aut(W). AssumeW satisfies the Calabi–
Yau condition
n
∑
i=0
ci = d.
Assume that G is a subgroup of SLn+1(C) and contains the distinguished
element
jW =
 e
2piic0/d
...
e2piicn/d
 ,
acting as jW : (X0, . . . ,Xn) 7→ (e
2piic0/dX0, . . . , e
2piicn/dXn). Then the group
G˜ := G/〈jW〉 acts on the projective stack [PW ] := [P(c0, . . . , cn)] and we
obtain a Calabi–Yau orbifold
[ZW ] := {W = 0} ⊂ [PW/G˜].
If we assume additionally thatW is an invertible polynomial, we can apply
BHK mirror symmetry to obtain a mirror LG singularity (WT,GT), and a
new Calabi–Yau
[ZWT ] = {W
T = 0} ⊂ [PWT/G˜
T].
This gives the mirror pair [ZW ] and [ZWT ]. By a theorem of Chiodo–Ruan
[6], the Hodge diamonds of [ZW ] and [ZWT ] are related by a 90
◦ rotation as
in (0.0.1). We say (W,G) is of Calabi–Yau-type ifW satisfies the CY condition
and 〈jW〉 ≤ G ≤ SLn+1(C).
Consider two invertible CY-type theories (W,G) and (W ′,G) such that
the weights (c0, . . . cn) of W coincide with the weights of W ′ and G ≤
Aut(W) ∩ Aut(W ′). Then the spaces [ZW ] and [ZW ′ ] are both Calabi–Yau
hypersurfaces in [P(c0, . . . , cn)/G˜]. They are related by a smooth deforma-
tion and so give two representatives of the same mirror family. Thus the
respective BHK mirrors [ZWT ] and [ZW ′T ] give two different mirrors of the
mirror family of [ZW ]. The relationship between these two orbifolds has
been unknown up until now. In this paper we resolve this question.
Theorem 0.1 (= Theorem 3.1). Let (W,G) and (W ′,G)be invertible and of CY-
type such that the weights of W and W ′ are (c0, . . . , cn) and G ≤ Aut(W) ∩
Aut(W ′) (so both [ZW ] and [ZW ′ ] are hypersurfaces in [P(c0, . . . , cn)/G˜]). Then
the respective BHK mirrors [ZWT ] and [ZW ′T ] are birational.
H. Iritani first suggested that the above might be true.
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Example 0.2. Let
W1 = X
5
0 + X
5
1 + X
5
2 + X
5
3 + X
5
4
and let G = 〈jW1〉. In this case ZW1 = {W1 = 0} ⊂ P
4 is the Fermat quintic
threefold in P4. As is well known, in this case the BHK mirror coincides
with the Batyrev–Borisov mirror ([2]). W1
T = Y50 + Y
5
1 + Y
5
2 + Y
5
3 + Y
5
4 is
again a Fermat polynomial and G1
T = SL5(C)∩Aut(W1) ∼= (Z/5Z)
4. The
mirror
[ZW1T ] = {Y
5
0 +Y
5
1 + Y
5
2 + Y
5
3 +Y
5
4 = 0} ⊂ [P
4/(Z/5Z)3]
is the well known mirror quintic orbifold.
Example 0.3. Consider now the degree five homogeneous polynomial of
chain type described in Example 6 of [6],
W2 = X
4
1X2 + X
4
2X3 + X
4
3X4 + X
4
4X5 + X
5
5 .
Again let G2 = 〈jW2〉 (= 〈jW1〉). From the LG model (W2,G2) we obtain
another degree five hypersurface ZW2 = {W2 = 0} ⊂ P
4. In this case
however,
W2
T = Y41 +Y1Y
4
2 + Y2Y
4
3 +Y3Y
4
4 +Y4Y
5
5
is no longer homogeneous of degree five, but rather quasi-homogeneous:
W2
T(λ64Y0,λ
48Y1,λ
52Y2,λ
51Y3,λ
41Y4) = λ
256W2
T(Y0, . . . ,Y4).
One can check that in this case G2
T = 〈jW2T〉, thus we obtain a hypersurface
in weighted projective space
[ZW2T ] = {W2
T = 0} ⊂ [P(64, 48, 52, 51, 41)].
Example 0.4. Next consider the polynomial of mixed type
W3 = X
4
1X2 + X
5
2 + X
5
3 + X
5
4 + X
5
5.
Again letting G3 = 〈jW3〉 (= 〈jW1〉) we obtain a degree five hypersurface
ZW3 = {W3 = 0} ⊂ P
4. In this case,
W3
T = Y41 + Y1Y
5
2 +Y
5
3 + Y
5
4 + Y
5
5
is quasi-homogeneous:
W3
T(λ5Y0,λ
3Y1,λ
4Y2,λ
4Y3,λ
4Y4) = λ
20W3
T(Y0, . . . ,Y4),
and G3
T = SL5(C) ∩Aut(W3) = 〈jW3T , g1, g2〉, where
jW3T =

e2pii(1/4)
e2pii(3/20)
e2pii(1/5)
e2pii(1/5)
e2pii(1/5)
 , g1 =

1
1
e2pii(1/5)
e2pii(4/5)
1
 , g2 =

1
1
1
e2pii(1/5)
e2pii(4/5)
 .
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In this case the mirror is a hypersurface in the quotient of weighted projec-
tive space
[ZW3T ] = {W3
T = 0} ⊂ [P(5, 3, 4, 4, 4)/(Z/5Z)2 ].
In the above examples, the hypersurfaces ZW1 , ZW2 , and ZW3 are related
by smooth deformations, and should therefore be considered as three dif-
ferent representatives of the samemirror family. However we see that there
is no obvious relationship between the respective mirrors [ZW1T ], [ZW2T ],
and [ZW3T ].
0.1. Organization of the paper. In section 1 we provide a brief introduc-
tion to BHK mirror symmetry and set notation for what follows. In sec-
tion 2 we relate [ZW ] to [ZWT ] via a toric construction. In section 3 we prove
the birationality of the multiple mirrors.
0.2. Acknowledgements. The authorwould like to thank his advisor, Y. Ruan
for his tremendous help and guidance over the years. He thanks P. Clarke
for first presenting the mirror construction of section 2 at the University
of Michigan RTG Mirror Symmetry Workshop in the Spring of 2012. He
would also like to thank L. Borisov, W. Fulton, M. Mustat¸aˇ, and M. Satri-
ano for sharing their expertise. The author was partially supported by NSF
RTG grant DMS-0602191.
1. BERGLUND–HU¨BSCH–KRAWITZ MIRROR SYMMETRY
Convention 1.1. We work in the algebraic category. The term orbifold means
“smooth separated Deligne–Mumford stack of finite type over C.”
In our notation, stacks will always be written in brackets as [X], and X
without brackets will denote the coarse underlying space.
Berglund-Hu¨bsh-Krawitz (BHK) mirror symmetry is defined in terms
of Landau-Ginzberg theories. A Landau-Ginzberg (LG) theory is defined
by a pair (W,G) where W = W(X0, . . . ,Xn) is a nondegenerate quasi-
homogeneous polynomial, and G is a subgroup of Aut(W), the group of
diagonal symmetries of W. By quasi-homogeneity we mean that there ex-
ist integers c0, . . . , cn such that for λ ∈ C∗,
W(λc0X0, . . . ,λ
cnXn) = λ
dW(X0, . . . ,Xn).
We assume that gcd(c0, . . . , cn) = 1. W is then quasi-homogeneous of de-
gree d, withweights ci. Wewill also sometimes refer to the rational numbers
qi = ci/d as the fractional weights ofW.
BHK mirror symmetry applies when W is a so-called invertible polyno-
mial, meaning the number of monomials is equal to the number of vari-
ables. We can write
W =
n
∑
i=0
n
∏
j=0
X
eij
j .
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Let E =
(
eij
)
denote the exponent matrix of W. Let E−1 =
(
eij
)
. Let ρj
denote the diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal entry is exp(2piieij). The
group Aut(W) is equal to 〈ρ0, . . . , ρn〉. There is a distinguished element
jW whose i
th diagonal entry is exp(2piiqi). In fact jW = ρ0 · · · ρn. Given
G ≤ Aut(W), the pair (W,G) gives an invertible LG model.
The transpose polynomial WT is defined by transposing the exponent
matrix E. Namely
WT :=
n
∑
j=0
n
∏
i=0
Y
eij
i .
As above, Aut(WT) = 〈ρ0, . . . , ρn〉 where ρi is the diagonal matrix whose
jth diagonal entry is exp(2piieij). Define
GT :=
{
n
∏
i=0
ρi
si
∣∣∣∣∣ n∏
i=0
Xsii is G-invariant
}
.
The mirror LGmodel is given by (WT,GT). See [3, 9] for more information.
We may associate to (W,G) a nondegenerate bigraded vector space, the
Fan-Jarvis-Ruan-Witten state space
H∗FJRW(W,G;C) =
⊕
p,q
H
p,q
FJRW(W,G;C),
defined by orbifolding the classical space of Lefschetz thimbles [8]. The
mirror theorem for BHK mirror symmetry then states that the Hodge di-
amond of H∗FJRW(W
T ,GT;C) is obtained from that of H∗FJRW(W,G;C) by
performing a 90◦ rotation [9].
A connection between Landau–Ginzberg theories and Calabi–Yau com-
plete intersections is given by Chiodo and Ruan in [6]. They show that for
a special class of LG models (W,G), the state space H∗FJRW(W,G;C) is iso-
morphic to that of a Calabi–Yau hypersurface in (a quotient of) weighted
projective space. Given a polynomial
W =
m
∑
i=0
n
∏
j=0
X
eij
j
and a group G ≤ Aut(W), assume that G contains the distinguished ele-
ment jW . Assume further that the weights (c0, . . . , cn) satisfy the Calabi–Yau
condition
n
∑
i=0
ci = d.
Let [PW ] denote the weighted projective stack [P(c0, . . . , cn)] = [(C
n+1 −
{0})/C∗]with C∗-weights (c0, . . . , cn). Define G˜ := G/〈jW〉. G˜ acts on [PW ]
and preserves the polynomialW. Thus we can define the hypersurface
[ZW ] := {W = 0} ⊂ [PW/G˜].
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The theorem below relates the state space of (W,G) to the Chen-Ruan
cohomology of [ZW ].
Theorem 1.2 (LG/CY correspondence for hypersurfaces, [6]). Given a Landau-
Ginzberg theory (W,G) such that ∑ni=0 ci = d and jW ∈ G, there exists an iso-
morphism of bigraded vector spaces
H
p,q
FJRW(W,G;C)
∼= H
p,q
CR([ZW ];C).
Given (W,G) as above, let us now assume that W is an invertible poly-
nomial. One can show that G ≤ SLn+1(C) if and only if G
T contains jWT ,
the distinguished element ofWT. Furthermore ifW satisfies the Calabi–Yau
condition WT will also. So in this case (WT,GT) will also correspond to a
hypersurface
[ZWT ] = {W
T = 0} ⊂ [PWT/G˜
T].
The hypersurfaces [ZW ] and [ZWT ] give a pair of mirror Calabi–Yau orb-
ifolds. Applying Theorem 1.2 plus BHK mirror symmetry, we see that the
standard relationship between the Hodge diamonds of mirror pairs holds:
H
p,q
CR([ZW ];C) H
n−1−p,q
CR ([ZWT ];C)
↓∼= ↑∼=
H
p,q
FJRW(W,G;C)
∼=
−→ H
n−1−p,q
FJRW (W
T,GT;C)
.
Definition 1.3. In this paper we deal only with Landau-Ginzberg theories
(W,G) of Calabi–Yau-type, that is:
i. the weights (c0, . . . , cn) satisfy the Calabi–Yau condition ∑
n
i=0 ci = d,
ii. 〈jW〉 ≤ G ≤ SLn+1(C).
Convention 1.4. Henceforth, we will always assume that our polynomialW
is invertible.
We will use the term BHK mirror symmetry to refer both to the corre-
spondence between the pairs (W,G) and (WT,GT), as well as the induced
correspondence between [ZW ] and [ZWT ].
2. REPHRASING BHK MIRROR SYMMETRY
BHKmirror symmetry reduces complex geometric relationships to a sim-
ple combinatorial construction based on transposing the exponent matrix
and its inverse. Using a construction due to Clarke, we can reformulate
BHK mirror symmetry, at least on the level of coarse moduli spaces, into
the language of toric varieties.
Remark 2.1. In [5], Clarke gives a general construction which specializes to
that detailed below.
Remark 2.2. In [4], Borisov gives a different way of rephrasing BHK mirror
symmetry in toric terms.
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2.1. Expressing ZW in toric language. Let (W,G) be of CY-type. Label
the ith monomial of W as Yi, so W = ∑
n
i=0Yi = ∑
n
i=0 ∏
n
j=0 X
eij
j . We can
view X0, . . . ,Xn as homogeneous coordinates on the toric variety PW/G˜,
the coarse underlying space of the quotient [PW/G˜]. Then {W = 0} defines
the hypersurface ZW .
Note first that PW/G˜ is a normal toric variety, and can therefore by ex-
pressed as XΣ for Σ a fan in a lattice N ∼= Z
n. Because XΣ is a finite quotient
of weighted projective space, the fan Σ takes a specific form. The following
two lemmas will be useful in describing such fans and their properties.
First, it will be helpful in what follows to obtain an explicit description
of the short exact sequence
(2.1.1) 0→ M → ZΣ(1) → An−1(XΣ) → 0
for the divisor class group in the particular case of XΣ ∼= PW/G˜.
Lemma 2.3. Let (W,G) be of CY-type and let (c0, . . . , cn) be the weights of W.
Then there exists a fan Σ such that the corresponding toric variety XΣ ∼= PW/G˜,
and the short exact sequence (2.1.1) may be written as
0→ M → Zn+1
φ⊕φ˜
−−→ Z⊕ G˜ → 0,
where φ is given by (a0, . . . , an) 7→ (c0a0 + · · ·+ cnan).
Proof. We will begin by constructing a fan Σ′ in a lattice N′ ∼= Zn such
that XΣ′ ∼= PW . Define the lattice N
′ := Zn+1/(c0, . . . , cn)Z and let M′ :=
Hom(N′,Z). Let ej denote the standard basis in Z
n+1 and let νj denote
the image of ej in N
′. The fan Σ′ for P(c0, . . . , cn) = PW consists of cones
generated by proper subsets of {ν0, . . . , νn}. Let ρj := R≥0νj denote the
associated ray in N′R .
The relation ∑nj=0 cj · νj = 0 holds in N
′, thus we have a short exact se-
quence
(2.1.2) 0→ M′ → Zn+1
φ
−→ Z → 0
where φ is as above, and the map M′ → Zn+1 is given by
m 7→ (〈m, ν0〉, . . . , 〈m, νn〉).
To show that this short exact sequence is in fact the sequence (2.1.1) for the
divisor class group of PW , we must prove that νj is the generator of ρj for
each j or, equivalently, that each νj is primitive. This is not always the case
for weighted projective space, but it does in fact hold for the weights which
arise in our context.
It is a simple exercise to show that νj can be written as k · v for some
v ∈ N′ if and only if k| gcd(c0, . . . , ĉj, . . . , cn). Now, assume to the con-
trary that for PW there exists a j such that νj is not primitive. Let k =
gcd(c0, . . . , ĉj, . . . , cn). Then by the above k > 1. By assumption gcd(c0, . . . , cn) =
1, so k does not divide cj, and therefore does not divide d = ∑
n
j=0 cj. But
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since k divides ci for all i 6= j, every degree dmonomial in the homogeneous
variables X0, . . . ,Xn must contain a factor of Xj. This would imply that Xj
dividesW, contradicting our assumption thatW is nondegenerate. There-
fore each νj is the generator of ρj, and (2.1.2) is in fact the same sequence as
(2.1.1) for the fan Σ′. This proves the lemma when G˜ is trivial.
In the general case, we can construct the fan Σ by first constructing Σ′ ⊂
N′ as above and then embedding N′ in an appropriate suplattice N such
that N/N′ = G˜. Let Σ denote the image of Σ′ in N, it follows from standard
toric geometry arguments that XΣ ∼= PW/G˜.
We claim that ν0, . . . , νn are still primitive in N. Recall that points in M
′
correspond to rational functions on XΣ′ , specifically, the pointm ∈ M
′ gives
the rational function ∏nj=0 X
〈m,νj〉
j . Global sections of the anticanonical sheaf
are given by rational functions in X0, . . . ,Xn with at most simple poles at
Xj = 0 for 0 ≤ j ≤ n. The Calabi–Yau condition above guarantees that for
each i, Yi/(X0 · · · Xn) = ∏
n
j=0 X
eij
j /(X0 · · · Xn) is a rational function on PW ,
and can thus be represented by a point µi ∈ M
′.
By assumption, G ≤ SLn+1(C), thus X0 · · · Xn is invariant under the ac-
tion of G. Yi is also G-invariant, so the rational function Yi/(X0 · · · Xn) de-
scends to a function onXΣ. Equivalently, for each i, µi is inM = Hom(N,Z).
Now assume that for some j, νj can be written as a multiple νj = k · ν˜j for
some ν˜j in N. By the nondegeneracy ofW, there exists a monomial Yi inW
with no factors of Xj. Thus Yi/(X0 · · · Xn) will have a factor of X
−1
j . Thus
k〈µi, ν˜j〉 = 〈µi, kν˜j〉 = 〈µi, νj〉 = −1. Therefore k must be ±1. Thus νj is
primitive in N for all j.
The above discussion implies that we can write (2.1.1) for XΣ = PW/G˜
as
0→ M → Zn+1
φ⊕φ˜
−−→ Z ⊕ H → 0,
where φ is given by (a0, . . . , an) 7→ (c0a0 + · · · + cnan) and H is a finite
group. We can identify M′ with the kernel of φ, which results in the exact
sequence
0→ M → M′
φ˜
−→ H → 0.
Applying Hom(−,C∗) to the above sequence, we deduce H ∼= ker(TN ′ →
TN) ∼= N/N
′ = G˜.

As a partial converse, we can explicitly describe the structure of XΣ as a
quotient of weighted projective space when Σ takes a certain specific form.
Lemma 2.4. Let ν0, . . . , νn be primitive elements of a lattice N. Assume that the
sequence
0→ M
A
−→ Zn+1
φ⊕φ˜
−−→ Z ⊕ G˜ → 0,
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is exact, where A : m 7→ (〈m, ν0〉, . . . , 〈m, νn〉) and φ : (a0, . . . , an) 7→ (c0a0 +
· · ·+ cnan) (ci > 0 for all i). Define the fan Σ ⊂ N by taking cones over proper
faces of conv(ν0, . . . , νn). Then XΣ ∼= P(c0, . . . , cn)/G˜.
Proof. First let N′ ⊂ N denote the lattice generated by 〈ν0, . . . , νn〉. Define
the fan Σ′ ⊂ N′ by taking cones over proper faces of conv(ν0, . . . , νn). Note
that the inclusion N′ → N maps Σ′ to Σ. Letting M′ = Hom(N′;Z), the
sequence
0→ M′ → Zn+1
φ
−→ Z → 0
is exact, where φ is as above. Thus XΣ′ is isomorphic to P(c0, . . . , cn). By
standard toric arguments, XΣ ∼= XΣ′/(N/N
′). As in the proof of the previ-
ous lemma, the short exact sequence
0→ M → M′
φ˜
−→ G˜ → 0
is exact, and after applying Hom(−,C∗) to the above sequence, we deduce
N/N′ ∼= ker(TN ′ → TN) ∼= G˜.

Assume we have a hypersurface ZW ⊂ PW/G˜ corresponding to (W,G).
Let Σ ⊂ N be the fan constructed in lemma 2.3 such that XΣ ∼= PW/G˜. Let
M = Hom(N;Z) denote the dual lattice. Let {ν0, . . . , νn} ⊂ N denote the
primitive elements corresponding to the generators of Σ(1). Label them
such that Xj is the homogeneous coordinate corresponding to νj. As in the
proof of lemma 2.3, each monomial Yi inW corresponds to a rational func-
tion Yi/X0 · · · Xn on XΣ, and therefore to a point µi ∈ M. The hypersurface
ZW is defined by the vanishing of the section ∑
n
i=0 µi of the anticanonical
sheaf.
We can thus express the hypersurface ZW = {W = 0} ⊂ PW/G˜ in toric
language, as a toric variety XΣ ∼= PW/G˜ plus n+ 1 points µ0, . . . , µn ∈ M
such that 〈µi, νj〉+ 1 = eij. We assemble this information in the form of a
proposition as it is crucial to what follows.
Proposition 2.5. Let (W,G) be of CY-type with [ZW ] ⊂ [PW/G˜] the associated
hypersurface. There exists a fan Σ ⊂ N plus n+ 1 points µ0, . . . , µn ∈ M such
that XΣ ∼= PW/G˜, and ZW is defined by the vanishing of the section ∑
n
i=0 µi of
−KΣ. Thus the coarse space ZW is determined completely by the toric variety XΣ
and the choice of sections µ0, . . . , µn ∈ M.
Furthermore, the construction of the fan Σ ⊂ N as well as the lattice M depend
only on the weights of W and the choice of group G.
Remark 2.6. We will denote the space ZW as constructed above by{ n
∑
i=0
µi = 0
}
⊆ XΣ
with the implicit assumption that the rational function ∑ni=0 µi is viewed as
a section of −KΣ.
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2.2. The BHK mirror construction using toric varieties. Applying BHK
mirror symmetry to (W,G) yields the pair (WT ,GT), which, again applying
Theorem 1.2, corresponds to a hypersurface ZWT = {W
T = 0} ⊂ PWT/G˜
T.
In fact we can relate ZW to ZWT via a toric construction from [5] reminiscent
of Batyrev’s original mirror construction [1]. As in the above remark, let
{∑ni=0 µi = 0} ⊆ XΣ be the toric data associated to (W,G). We will first
construct a dual fan Σ∨ ⊂ M.
The nondegeneracy ofW implies that {µ0, . . . , µn} ⊂ M form the vertices
of an n-dimensional simplex in M. The nondegeneracy of WT guarantees
each µi is primitive.
Definition 2.7. Given (W,G) of CY-type defining a hypersurface {∑ni=0 µi =
0} ⊆ XΣ, let Σ
∨ ⊂ M denote the fan whose cones consist of the cones over
proper faces of conv(µ0, . . . , µn).
By lemma 2.4, XΣ∨ is again isomorphic to a quotient of weighted projec-
tive space by a finite group.
Wewrite the homogeneous coordinate ring ofXΣ∨ asC[Y0, . . . ,Yn], where
Yi is the coordinate associated to µi. Note that each νj now corresponds to
a rational function on XΣ∨ . Furthermore, we know 〈µi, νj〉 ≥ −1, so each νj
gives a section of −KΣ∨ . In fact the homogeneous function corresponding
to the section ∑nj=0 νj is exactlyW
T:
(2.2.1) WT =
n
∑
j=0
n
∏
i=0
Y
〈µi,νj〉+1
i ,
thus WT gives a quasi-homogeneous function on XΣ∨ whose zero section
defines a Calabi–Yau hypersurface. This gives a “mirror” Calabi–Yau:
{WT = 0} ⊂ XΣ∨ .
Remark 2.8. Note that XΣ∨ , and therefore also our hypersurface, depend
upon choices of µ0, . . . , µn, which are determined by our choice of quasi-
homogeneous polynomial W. In the case where XΣ = PW/G˜ is a Goren-
stein Fano variety and W is a Fermat polynomial, this construction coin-
cides with the Batyrev mirror construction. More precisely, if ∆ is a poly-
tope in M such that Σ is the normal fan of ∆, then in the above situation Σ∨
gives the normal fan of ∆◦.
We claim that this construction agrees with the BHKmirror construction.
Namely we will show that XΣ∨ ∼= PWT/G˜
T, and thus the hypersurface ZWT
coincides with {∑nj=0 νj = 0} ⊆ XΣ∨ .
Proposition 2.9. Given (W,G) of CY-type, construct Σ as in Lemma 2.3 such
that XΣ ∼= PW/G˜, and define Σ
∨ as in definition 2.7. Then XΣ∨ ∼= PWT/G˜
T.
Proof. Recall that {ν0, . . . , νn} = Σ(1) and {µ0, . . . , µn} ⊂ M denote the
rational functions corresponding to the monomials {Y0, . . . ,Yn}. We have
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the following short exact sequences:
0→ M
A
−→ ZΣ(1) → An−1(XΣ) → 0,(2.2.2)
0→ N
B
−→ ZΣ
∨(1) → An−1(XΣ∨) → 0.(2.2.3)
By lemma 2.3 An−1(XΣ) ∼= Z ⊕ G˜ and we can rewrite (2.2.2) as
(2.2.4) 0→ M
A
−→ ZΣ(1)
φ⊕φ˜
−−→ Z ⊕ G˜ → 0,
where φ(a0, . . . , an) = dq0a0 + · · ·+ dqnan.
Note that BAT gives the pairingmatrix between {ν0, . . . , νn} and {µ0, . . . , µn},(
BAT
)
ij
= 〈µi, νj〉.
Let 1 denote the (n+ 1)× (n+ 1)matrix with all entries equal to one. Then
the exponent matrix E for W can be expressed as E = BAT + 1. Now, the
(fractional) weights ofWT are given by
~p =
 p0...
pn
 = (ET)−1
 1...
1
 .
Recall that PWT = P(dp1, . . . , dpn), where d is the smallest integer such
that dpi is an integer for all i and gcd(dp1, . . . , dpn) = 1. We will show first
that XΣ∨ is a quotient of P(dp1, . . . , dpn). To see this, consider the map ψ :
ZΣ
∨
→ Z given by ψ(b0, . . . , an) = dp0b0+ · · · dpnbn. We claim that B(N) ⊆
ker(ψ). This can be rephrased as saying that d~pTB =~0T , which holds if and
only if ABTd~p = ~0 since A has full rank. By the Calabi–Yau condition
for WT we know that ∑ni=0 pi = 1, so the above statement is equivalent to
the condition ET~p = ABT~p + 1~p = ~0 +~1 = ~1. But this is immediate as
ET~p = ET ·
(
ET
)−1~1 = ~1. Because gcd(dp1, . . . , dpn) = 1, ker(ψ) contains
all linear relations in B(N). Thus we can rewrite (2.2.3) as
(2.2.5) 0→ N
B
−→ ZΣ
∨(1) ψ⊕ψ˜−−→ Z ⊕ H → 0,
where H is a finite group. By lemma 2.4, this implies that XΣ∨ ∼= PWT/H.
More precisely, the proof of lemma 2.4 shows thatXΣ∨ = PWT/(M/〈µ0, . . . , µn〉)
and we can identify H with M/〈µ0, . . . , µn〉.
To complete the proof of the proposition, wewill now identifyM/〈µ0, . . . , µn〉
with G˜T. Recall that the group GT can be defined as
GT =
{
n
∏
i=0
ρi
si
∣∣∣∣∣ n∏
i=0
Xsii is G-invariant
}
.
Given a G-invariant monomial ∏ni=0 X
si
i , its degree can be expressed as
d · (s0, . . . , sn)E−1~1 ∈ dZ. By the Calabi–Yau condition, d · (1, . . . , 1)E−1~1 =
d∑ni=0 qi = d, so there exists some k ∈ Z such that d · (s0 + k, . . . , sn +
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k)E−1~1 = 0 or in other words, such that ∏ni=0 X
si+k
i is degree zero. Multi-
plying ∏ni=0 X
si
i by ∏
n
i=0 X
k
i corresponds to multiplying ∏
n
i=0 ρi
si by
(
jT
)k
.
Therefore G˜T is generated by elements of the form ∏ni=0 ρi
si where ∏ni=0 X
si
i
is degree 0.
Given an n + 1-tuple (s0, . . . , sn) such that ∏
n
i=0 X
si
i is G-invariant and
deg
(
∏
n
i=0 X
si
i
)
= 0, the group element ∏ni=0 ρi
si corresponds to the identity
in G˜T if, after multiplying by a multiple of jWT , it acts trivially on each
coordinate, i.e., if
(s0, . . . , sn)E
−1 + k · (1, . . . , 1)E−1 ∈ Zn+1
for some k ∈ Z. Equivalently, (s0, . . . , sn) represents the trivial element if
there exists a k ∈ Z such that
(s0, . . . , sn) + k(1, . . . , 1) = (a0, . . . , an)E
for some a0, . . . , an ∈ Z. In this case
(
(s0, . . . , sn) + k(1, . . . , 1)
)
E−1~1 = (a0, . . . , an)~1 =
n
∑
i=0
ai,
and by assumption (s0, . . . , sn)E−1~1 = 0, thus k = k (1, . . . , 1) E−1~1 =
∑
n
i=0 ai. Since (a0, . . . , an)E = (a0, . . . , an)
(
BAT + 1
)
= (a0, . . . , an)BAT +
(∑ni=0 ai) (1, . . . , 1), it follows that~s
T = (s0, . . . , sn) corresponds to the iden-
tity in G˜T if and only if
 s0...
sn
 ∈ im(ABT).
Finally, by (2.2.2) and the fact that G ≤ SLn+1(C), the vectors~s correspond-
ing to degree zero monomials on PW preserved by G are given by im(A)
in ZΣ(1). Thus G˜T is identified with im(A)/ im(ABT) ∼= M/ im(BT) =
M/〈µ0, . . . , µn〉.
To see that both H and G˜T act in the same way on PWT , consider an
element m ∈ M representing an element of H ∼= M/〈µ0, . . . , µn〉. We can
choose some~r in Qn+1 such that BT~r = m. Then in coordinates m acts on
the Yi coordinate as e
2piiri . Alternatively, if we view m as a representative
of an element of G˜T, then its coordinate-wise action is given by e2piiti where
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~t = (ET)−1Am. Now note that
~t = (ET)−1Am
= (ET)−1ABT~r
= (ET)−1ABT~r+ (ET)−11~r− (ET)−11~r
= (ET)−1ET~r− (ET)−1(
n
∑
i=0
ri)~1
=~r− (
n
∑
i=0
ri)~p.
Thus~t and~r differ by a (rational) multiple of d~p. But PWT can be expressed
as a quotient as {Cn+1− 0}/C∗ where the C∗ weights are given by d~p, thus
the action of~t and~r is the same on PWT .

Corollary 2.10. The hypersurface ZWT is isomorphic to {∑
n
j=0 νj = 0} ⊆ XΣ∨ .
Proof. By proposition 2.9, PWT/G˜
T ∼= XΣ∨ . Furthermore, by (2.2.1), the
zero set of the homogeneous function WT is exactly the vanishing locus of
∑
n
j=0 νj. 
3. MULTIPLE MIRRORS
Theorem 3.1. Given (W,G) and (W ′,G) of CY-type such that the weights of W
and W ′ are (c0, . . . , cn) and G ≤ Aut(W) ∩Aut(W ′) (so both [ZW ] and [ZW ′ ]
are hypersurfaces in [P(c0, . . . , cn)/G˜]), then the respective BHK mirrors [ZWT ]
and [ZW ′T ] are birational.
Proof. Note that given a CY-type (W,G), the corresponding hypersurface
[ZW ] is always an effective orbifold. In fact the set of points with nontriv-
ial orbifold structure is a Zariski-closed subset of the space itself, thus the
orbifold [ZW ] is always birational to the coarse space ZW . Therefore, to
prove the birationality of [ZWT ] and [ZW ′T ] it suffices to work on the level
of coarse spaces. The theoremwill follow once we show that ZWT and ZW ′T
are birational.
In the toric language of remark 2.6, we can represent the hypersurfaces
ZW and ZW ′ as {∑
n
i=0 µi = 0} ⊆ XΣ and {∑
n
i=0 µ
′
i = 0} ⊆ XΣ respectively.
Let Σ∨ denote the dual fan from definition 2.7 with respect to (W,G), so
Σ∨(1) = {µ0, . . . , µn}. Let Σ′
∨
denote the fan from definition 2.7 with re-
spect to (W ′,G), so Σ′∨(1) = {µ′0, . . . , µ
′
n}. Both fans are supported in M
(M is determined only by the weights (c0, . . . , cn) and the choice of group
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G, see Proposition 2.5). The corresponding mirrors are given by
ZWT =
{ n
∑
j=0
νj = 0
}
⊆ XΣ∨ and
ZW ′T =
{ n
∑
j=0
νj = 0
}
⊆ XΣ′∨ .
(3.0.6)
The toric varieties XΣ∨ and XΣ′∨ give two different compactifications of
TM = M ⊗ C
∗. By (3.0.6) both ZWT and ZW ′T contain {∑
n
j=0 νj = 0} ⊂ TM
as an open subset. This proves the claim. 
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